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Joana Hadjithomas and Khalil Joreige were born in 1969 in Beyrouth and, there, became artists. One can’t help wondering how art could be of any help in such a hostile environment. It was during the Civil War, however, in a country in ruins, saturated by war and propaganda images, that their gaze was formed. In the words of the catalogue Joana Hadjithomas, Khalil Joreige: Two Suns in Sunset, Se souvenir de la lumière, they were concerned with “conditions of visibility”, and they experimented with different strategies.
first destroying images, in order to express the violence of the reality they were experiencing; then avoiding them altogether to escape spectacularity through the use of writing and storytelling; and finally, accepting that some images refuse to disappear, coming back to haunt us like the ghosts of the dead (*Images rémanentes*, 2003). This specific situation induces, in their practice, a relationship to politics that the monograph edited by Clément Dirié and Michèle Theriault\(^2\) examines: art is not autonomous from society, rather it is the continuation of questionings, both political and aesthetic. Along with other artists in Beyrouth, Joana Hadjithomas and Khalil Joreige developed their own tools to reflect, show, analyse and create with. When they examine Lebanon’s history and archives through their artwork, they do so without nostalgia, precisely attempting to interact with the present and the future, as "dreamers" might. *The Lebanese Rocket Society* (2011-2015) conjures up the Lebanese space exploration program, a wholly forgotten episode of the pan-Arabic utopia of the 1960s. In the same way, film, as a medium, helps them expand their field of action, which they feel is gradually shrinking (*Je veux voir*, 2008), as they explain in a series of fascinating interviews published by Independencia.\(^3\)

The way their art draws directly on life makes for heterodox working methods that reject set categories. Their projects are generated in a protean and almost organic way: *The Lebanese Rocket Society* started out as a sculpture (a life-size model of a rocket), whose construction and installation were made into a film, a photographic series, a sound installation, a rug and a performance. In the same way, the narrative forms they work with emerge from the encounter of deliberate settings with chance happenings, intertwining fact and fiction, personal essays and collective history. A whole separate catalogue is devoted to *Les Rumeurs du monde*\(^4\), a project at the junction of those two movements, where fraud fictions, under the guise of personal stories, become the "symptom of the state of the world."\(^5\) There might then be a picaresque dimension to Joana Hadjithomas and Khalil Joreige’s work, as suggest their relation to literature and adventure stories makes clear, in the importance they give to anecdotes — a term which, etymologically, refers to a story that has been kept secret — as well as in their understanding of individuals as singular political subjects.
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